
CHAPTER 13 

Clutch and Brake Systems 

Systems Versus Components 

Most of the mechanisms that have been discussed 
up to this point produce intermittent motion without 
any assistance from other components. A Geneva, for 
example, converts the continuously rotating motion 
of an input shaft into intermittent motion to drive 
a load. No external controls, or the like, are needed 
for the Geneva to perform its designed task. On the 
other hand, clutches and brakes, are compon(•nts 
which, taken alone, usually cannot produce inter
mittent motion. They are used instead as building 
blocks of larger systems involving control com
ponents, etc.; without these additional components 
the clutch-brake combination will produce either 
continuous motion or no motion. 

A clutch is a device used to connect one shaft to 
another, usually connecting a load to a driver on 
command. A brake is a device used to connect a 
shaft to ground for stopping or holding that shaft. 
Usually it is the load shaft which is provided with 
the brake. Clutchf's and brakf's an' vf'ry similar 
devices and, in many ca.5<'S, arf' identical to f'ach 
other in construction. Thc•y can be obtained ns 
separate components and providt•d with separate 
and independent controls by the system designer. 
Since they are so frequently usf'd together, however, 
they can also be purchas<>d as combined clutch-brake 
components and often with predesigned control 
Packagf's. Examples of th<>sc various products will 
be seen in this chapter. 

Types 

There are many different types of clutches and 
brakes. It would be possible, in fact, to write a 
separate book on this subject alone. I hope it will 
be sufficient for our purposes to say that some 
clutches and brakes have toothed mating surfaces; 
some rely on friction (disc or spring clutches and 
brakes); some make use of wedging or toggle forces 
(and friction) to grip th<' output member (sprag, 
roller, or cam clutches and brakes); and some rely 
on magl)etic or electrical forces to produce the drive 
or braking torque (hysteresis, eddy curr<'nt, magnNie 
powder and magnetic fluid clutches). !\lost of these 
various types can be actuated by eitllf'r mechanical, 
electrical, pneumatic, or hydraulic means, depending 
on the system in which they are used. 

Systems 

Cluteh-brak<' combinations are used in two basi 
cally differPnt ways in  intermittf'nt motion drives. 
They arc used alone (with suitable control m<>ans) 
to produce intermittent motion whf'rc high-pr<'cision 
positioning is not required. Whf'n high precision is 
required, thf'y are US<•d with pr<'cision mf'chanical 
indexers; Genevas, rntclwts, star whcds, gco.rs, etc. 
Their main function in this second case is to extend 
dwell periods while permitting fast and precise 
indexing during driv<' periods. 

Figures13-1 through 13-8 will dPscrib<' and illus 
trate next, a number of different basic clutch-brake 
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original p!)sition (remember, the starting push was reciprocating one-way only momentary). \,Vhen the left end of the spring driver clutch 
strikes the control lever again, the output motion

J 
i------•I J 

�•-I 7 oad ceases. And, again, a brake is not necessary in some
1--

systems where friction in the load will bring the 
.__ _ __. .____,_ output to rest in a reasonable time; but it is necessary 

by Jnct1on) 

CD 
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Drawing courteav of The Low-eU Corrx,rol.i.on 

Fig. 13-1. Simple intermittent motion system employing a 
one-way clutch. 

systems for producing intermittent motion. Some of 
these produce fixed-l<'ngth steps at a fixed repetition 
rate. Others produce controllable steps at a control
lable rate, while the rest produce fixed steps at a 
variable rate or vice versa. 

Figure 13-1 shows a block diagram and illustration 
of a simple intermitt<'nt motion system employing a 
one-way clutch. This system produces fixed steps a t  
a fix<'d rate and no brake i s  involved since the load 
is braked by its own friction. 

Th<' block diagram and schematic illustration in 
Fig. 13-2 explain a system in which a momentary 
control action (pushing on the control lever in the 
direction shown by the "start" arrow) actuates a 
clutch. As the control lever is pushed, the left end 
of the spring is released allowing the spring to grab 
the input shaft and transmit torqu<' to the output 
shaft at the other end of thr spring. (The barr<'l-shaft 
on which th<' spring is mounted is in two pieces and 
the spring is fasten<'d to thr. right-hand <'nd.) As the 
output shaft turns, it carries with it the r<'setting 
cam which brings the starting lever back into its 

if load inertia exceeds load friction. This system pro· 
duces fixed steps with variable dwells. 

In the clutch and intermittent motion mechanism 
system illustrated in Fig. 13-3, a ratchet pawl en
gages the input ratchet wheel after the momentary 
rotation of the control input shaft releases the pawl. 
This produces approximately one turn in the ratchet 
clutch, which moves until the control dog lifts the 
ratchet pawl out of engagement �ith the input 
ratchet wheel. The ratchet clutch, in turn, drives 
the star-wheel input, producing precisely 180 degrees 
of motion in the output shaft each time the system is 
actuated. This system produces a fixed-length step, 
but with a variable dwell time ( depending on the 
control system). The brake on the output consists 
of the locking ring on the star wheel. Other than 
friction, there is no brake on the ratchet clutch. 
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Fig. 13-2. System producing fixed steps with variable 
dwells. 
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. Fig. 1 3 -3. Intermittent motion system with clutch, produc
mg fixed-length step with variable dwell-depending on the 
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Fig. 13-4. Eleetric dukh-brnke $)"Stem with simple rontrol 
rneans. 

A block diagram and illustration of an electric 
clutch-brake system and simple control means are 
shown in Fig. 13-4. The push-button switch is actu
ated momentarily, energizing the clutch and de
energizing the brake. The output shaft starts to 
move. As soon as the output shaft has moved a few 
degrees, the cam has closed the control S\\itch which 
overrides the momentary starting switch and keeps 
the clutch energized and the brake de-energized. 
After the output shaft has moved one revolution 
the control &witch is opened. If, by this time, the· 
momentary switch has been released by the operator 
the clutch will de-energize and the brake will stop 
the output motion. This system produces fixed steps 
with variable dwell. 

The block diagram in Fig. 13-5 shows a self
controlling clutch-brake system. A rotating driver 

clutch brake 

driver f-o, 
load 

control mechanism 
or switches 

Fig. 1:3-5. Block diagram of a self-controlling clutch-brake 

system. 

periodically actuates a clutch and de-actuates a 
brake (and vice versa) to move a load intermittently. 
This system is very similar to that of Fig. 13-4 
except that it will run continuously, producing fixed 
steps with a fixed dwell period and does not depend 
upon operator actuation. 

Figure 13-6 shows a block diagram (left) of a 
programmable clutch-brake system. The programmer 
might be a computer, a bank of switches, a punched 
card rcadC'r, a limit s·witch and cam system, or the 
like. The sensor connected to the load could be a 
shaft encoder, limit switch, pulse gcn(•rator, etc. The 
control system might be used to drive a clutch-brake 
system such !LS that shown in the illustration at the 
right. It will produce a fix<'d or variable step and a 
fixed or variable d"·<'ll, as programmed. 

Th<' switch bnnk in the countC'r of the program
mable clutch-brake system of Fig. 13-7 (in which a 
predetermining counter is used as the program and 
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the drsign<'r. Jf he bu�·s combin<'d clutch-brake units 1,0 .,,o 
«l t•O

tlw s�·nchronizing will probably havr. been taken l
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� 120
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care of by the manufacturer. 120 'z 
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Motion Curves 

Figur<' 13-9 shows simulatl'd motion curves for a 
tootlwd clutch-brake systC'm. :.\lotion starts with an 
impact as the clutch <'ngagrs the load. It stops with 
an impact as the brakc cngagrs the load. Although 
th<' motion curvc has bc•rn shown as a fairly straight
forward onr involving sing((' impacts to start and 
stop the motion, in actual practicr elasticity in th<' 
driving and drivrn nwmbrr� would r<•suh in mult iplr 
impacti' at (•ach <'nd of t lw indPxing cyclr and thr 
mot ion curve would probabl�· br similar to that ob
tainc·d for simpl<- ratclwt drivrs ns discuss<'d in 
Chapt<'r 7. It is appnrrnt, tlwrefor<•, that tootlH'd 
clut clw:s and brnkr>< can onl�- b<• u�rd with light loads 
and/or r<'lativ<•l�- :slow :sprrd i:')'$l1'mS. 

Figur<' 13-10 show:s tlw torqu<'-vrrsu:-;-1'xcit atio11 
cuiT1'nt curvr for a rn:ig;111·tic pnrticl<· clutch. A 

clutch (or n brak<') cnn imp,1ct n lo:1d onl�- if it can 
apply torqu<• instanthanl'ously to tlw load. Sine<' it 

impact 

time 

impact 

·~ 

time 

Fi�. J:l-9. \'elorit.y and n<·<·eleration rurves for n toothed 
clutch-brake sys1em. 
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Fig. 13-10. To1·que-versus-excitation current. curve for a 
magnetic particle clutch. 

nl\\'ays tak<•s a fimt(' pcriod of time for the current 
in an <'Xcitation coil to rl?ach drive- value's, this graph 
shows that n magnrtic particll' clutch or brake will 
nhrn�·s acc<'l<•rnt <' and d<'cel<'ratl? a load gradually. 
Figur<' 13-11 ;;ho,,·s thr r<'sulting motion curv('S for 
a rnagnt•tic powd<'r clutch. HysterPsis, eddy curr<'nt, 
and m:1gnrtic fluid clutches will have different but 
similar curvC's. 

Friction disc clutches and those involving sprags, 
cams, rollers, etc., will have motion curves somewhere 
i n -bC'twt'<'n that of the tooth clutch and that of the 
magn<'tic load particle clutch, since these types can 
pick up n load more rapidly than a magnetic clutch, 
but will not pick it up as rapidly as a solid tooth 
clutch would. 

Clutch Brake Ratings 

Different manufacturC'rs unfortunately usf' differ
<'nt methods of rnting th<'ir clutchC's and brak<'S
The dr$ignrr will usually bP concerned about response' 
time, load capacity, h<•at ge1wrat.ion, and control 
requir<'rnrnts, but h<' will not find all of thC'se factors 
discussed in each manufacturer's litrrature. Some 
concentrate on emf', some on anothe>r. Different sys
tems of units arc oftPn used; with torqu<', for example, 
bt>ing giv<'n in grams-c<·ntimrtrrs, ounce-inchr.s, 
pound-inchrs, pound-feet, etc. The torque capacity 
of some d!'signs is given in t<'rms of the torque pro
duc<>d by a fully en<�rgizrd, fully <'ngaged clutch or 
brakr, whik oth<'r manufacturrrs list th<' maximum 
dynnmic torqur. ,,·hich a clutch or brake can safely 
produc(• whrn sudd<'nly <'ll('rgizC'd at maximum oprr
nt ing sp<•('(i. Sonw mnnufacturC'r$ do not us(' torque 
ratings at all, but instr.ad, prC'frr to rate their equip-

http:instr.ad
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time 

time tnne 

Fig. 13-11.  Acc�lerntion, velocit.y, and displacement curves for a magnetic powder clutch. 

nwnt in tC'rms of the maximum "inertia" that the 
dC'vicrs c:\11 handle at ratt>d speeds. l" nfortunately, 
thry do not use ttctual i1H'rtia in slug-ft2 or ft-lb-scc2 

but u:.-r in�tead, the ckctrical motor manufact ur<>r's 
PSt'udo inC'rtia of 1r1..:2 with units of lb-ft\ thus, if a 
dC':;:igner is calculating true inertia in slug-ft2 

, he 
must tlH'n divide his computed :1nswer by 32 to 
convert it to lb-ft2 

• 

In the illustrations which follow later, I have 
attempted to list t_q)ical response times and dynamic 
load torques for the variou� designs shown. Such 
values, of course, are alway8 suspect in a hardcover 
book, sine(' manufacturers nre continuously improv
ing thrir products, therefore, these- numbers are i n 
trnded for general guidance only. (See manufac
turers' catalogs for the latest values. ) 

Clutch and Brake Excitation 

.\!though, as mentionrd, clutcht'S nnd brakes cnn 
be :1ctuaH'd b�· nwchanical, pm•um:11 ic, or hydraulic 
mt•a11;;, mo:;:.t intC'rmittcnt mot ion s�·stcms will use 
dcctric:11 c•xcitation. Since proper 1•xcitation involves 
a littlr morl' than ju$t clo�ing a s11·itch, this topic 
�hould be con$idcrrd bt-for<' looking at soml' sprciffc 
clutch d<'»igns. This di$CU$Sion is also pt•rtinent for 
the dC',;igner \\ ho wishr.s to Pxcitc solrnoid driven 
ratchets or cscnprm<'nt:,, stc•pping motors, etc. 

In all electrical clutch<'s nnd brakrs with which 
\\'C nrc concC'rnC'd, the rxcitation curn•nt is passC'd 
through an clrctricnl coil \\'hich product's an clr.ctro
magnctic fi(•ld. This fi(,ld, in turn, acts on magnetic 
Po\\'d('rs or fluids, gt'nt'ratcs eddy currl'nts or hyster
rsis effC'ct$, or acts 011 frrro-mngnctic clutch or brake 
nwmbC'rs to pull them into or out of c•ng:,g<'mrnt 
with ot hrr clrmr11t:,; in t hr drvicPs. Thr mor<' rapid!�· 
tht• CIIIT<'nt can br built up in the exciting coil, the 
more rapidly the various clutching and braking 

cffC'cts will occur. If the electrical coil \\'ere a purely 
resistive component in the circuit, then the current 
through the coil \\'Ould respond instantaneously to 
any change in applied voltage across the coil. Coils, 
ho\\'evcr, have inductance as well as resistance thus, 
they oppose rapid changes in current. Figure 13-12 
shows the response of resistive and inductive-resistive 
loads to a sudden change in applied voltage. 

kl 
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Fig. 13-12. Applied voltage :rnd cunent curves for re�istive 
nnd inductive c·ircuit�. Time l,//l is called the time constant 
of the induc·1a11ce nnd is the time re<111ired for current in the 
inductance to reach 63 perc·ent of its maximum or steady-state 
value. 
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Fig. 13-13. Comparison of time constants for inductive 
circuits with and without forcing resistors. 

Time Constont and Forcing Resistors 

It is impossible to build a pure inductance. All 
coils have rc•sistance as well as inductance. The ratio 
of inductance to rt'Sistancc (LI R) is called the time 
constant of the coil current; the time required to 
reach 63 perc<'nt of its maximum or steady state 
value as shown in Fig. 13-12. The amount of electri
cal flux ((/,-a measure of the str<'ngth of the mag
netic field produced by the coil) will be directly and 
instantaneously proportional to the> curr<'nt in the 
coil. The more rapidly the current builds up, the 
more rapidly the magnetic field builds up and the 
more rapidly the clutch or brake will O)X'rate. 

One way to incr<'asc the Sp<:'ed of operation is to 
reduce the time constant of the system by adding a 
resistance in seri<'S \\ith the coil, as shown at the 
bottom of Fig. 13-13. This drcrrasrs thr ratio of 
inductance to total rrsistnncr (LI R) in thr circuit, 
and the current thus follows the applied voltage 

more rapidly. A disadvantage of this approach is 
that power is now wasted in the external resistance 
which is not doing any useful work. Xevertheless, an 
external resistor of this sort is called a forcing resistor 
and is often used if a fast response time is desired. 

An inductance will resist the decay of current in 
a coil just as it resists a sudden increase in current. 
Figure 13-14 shows the way that current (and mag-
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Fig. 13-14. Decny of current in nn inductive circuit with 
nnd without forcing resistors. The curve in Part -l �hows whnt 
happens if an arc suppression diode (or substitute) is not in
cluded in the circuit. 
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netic flux) decay when voltage is removed from an switch 
exciting coil in a clutch or brake. Notice that the 
time constant now indicates the time required for 
the current to decay 63 percent from its initial value. 
Notice too, that an external forcing resistor speeds 
up this change as shown in diagram 3 of Fig. 13-14. 

It should be noted also, that the current through 
an inductance will decay slowly after removal of 
the applied voltage only if there is some place for 
this current to go. In diagrams 2 and 3 of Fig. 1 3 -14, 
for example, a diode, D, has been placed across the 
forcing resistor and the coil. In diagram 4 there is 
no diode and the current in the system stops suddenly 
with a voltage "back-spike" which ";n appear as an 
arc across the switch contacts that are controlling 
the circuit. The diode, D, in Fig. 13-14 is called a 
suppression diode because it acts to suppress this 
arc. Resistors and/or capacitors or neon lamps can 
also be used for arc suppression. 

Over-voltage 

Earlier, it was seen that the time constant is a 
measure of the time required for the current in the 
coil to reach 63 percent of the maximum, or steady
state value. This steady-state value, of course, is 
determined by the applied voltage. If a larger voltage 

E, -----------
kJ 

r-,:i... E, E..:::: 

!<:s 

time 

L 
E 

t •� timeL 

Fig. 13-15. The rate-of-rise of current in an inductance 
d�pend� upon the applied voltage. In ench case the current 
w,11 reach 63 percent of steady-state value in time, T = L/R 
but the steadv-state value is increased bv an increase in ap-
plied voltage: 

A Cr �r � -1--__Jr�nd soine R)l---- -�-'---- -I

..... 
time 

Fig. 13-16. A capacitor discharge drive circuit for an in
ductance. The graph shows the resulting current through the 
coil. 

is applied to the coil the steady-state value will be 
greater. The time constant will not be changed, but 
the current achieved by a certain time will be greater 
for the higher voltages, as seen in Fig. 13-15. Notice 
that the current through the coil achieves the value 
11 a lot sooner than time L/R when the higher 
voltage is applied to the coil. If 11 is the current 
required t-0 actuate the coil, therefore, the brake or 
clutch could be forced to act more rapidly if we 
applied a greater-than-necessary- to-produce-I 1-volt
age, called over-voltage. The disadvantage, of course, 
is that the steady-state current through the coil 
would be a lot greater than that required to do the 
final job. This would waste p::nver and/or produce 
excessive heat in the system. We can have our cake 
and eat it too, however, if the circuit shown in Fig. 
13-16 is used. With the switch open, capacitor C 
will slowly charge through external resistor R1t until 
the voltage across the capacitor equals the applied 
voltage E, and current ceases to flow. '\-Vhen the 
s,�;tch is closed, the charge in the capacitor will be 
suddenly dumped through the coil L. We have sud
denly applied voltage E to the coil. If the s·witch 
remained closed, however, the voltage across the 
coil will fall to some value less than E, because there 
will be a voltage drop across resistor Rs as long as 
current flows in the system. The resulting current 
through the coil will look something like that shown 
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in the curve at the bottom of Fig. 13-16. The peak 
on the left of the curve shows the current through 
the coil (from the charged capacitor) when the 
switch is first closed. This current then decays to a 
steady-state value suppUcd by source E and limited 
by Re (mid-section of the curve). \Vhen the switch 
is re-opened, the coil current "decays" through the 
diode a.5 shown by the right-hand end of the curve. 

This is a very efficient system from an energy 
standpoint and it results in a rapid actuation of the 
clutch or brake ,,;th which it is used; but the maxi
mum cycle rate or number of operations per minute, 
is usually reduced by this technique because time 
must be allowed for the capacitor to charge through 
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Fig. 13-17. Output shart velocity and clutch current
versus-time for a magnetic particle dutch driven by a capaci
tor discharge circuit.. 

a relatively large resistor Re, in order to take full 
advantage of the technique. 

Figure 13-17 shows load velocity (shaft speed) 
and clutch current as a function of time for a mag
netic particle clutch in which a capacitor drive (over
voltage) is used. A brake (whose current is not 
shown) prevents the output shaft from turning in
between clutch actuations. The clutch "·hose motion 
is described by these curvrs is operating at its maxi
mum rate, so the clutch current is allowed to decay 
continuously and has no lowrr steady state value. 
The operation, however, is really the same as that 
shown in Fig. 13-16. 

Examples 

Now let us examine some clutch and brake sys
tems. Figure 13-18 is a simple clutch system. It is a 

input 

O"(ut.•i,w eomt.e:•v o/ MACHI.VE DESIG.\' .\/aqazine: Dtt. KS, 106J: 
p. 121 ff 

Fig. 13-18. Simple spring clutch system. 

possible embodiment of the general syst.em sho\\·n 
in Fig. 1 3 -1 where a reciprocating crank drives a 
one-way clutch to produce an intermittent output 
motion. In this casr, the clutch is a spring clutch 
which tight"'ns and produces output every time the 
input motion is in a direction to wrap the spring 
around the barrrl shafts on ,Yhich it is wound (as in 
Fig. 13-2 schematic, at right). 

A simple ratchrt clutch is shown in Fig. 1 3 -19. 
This de-sign is acceptable for slow-spcrd applications. 
This system wns used on a monotype casting ma
chine; input rotated at approximately one rpm and 
the- input disc was about 8 inchc•s in diamNer. Fric
tion and inertia scrvrd as the brake. (Compare this 
illustration with Fig. 13-2.) 

Figure 1 3 -20 shows anothrr brakeless system 
which utilizes a pneumatic or hydraulic actuation of 

___output 

momentary 
actuate 

r'ripu t 
(1 rpm)  

Fig. 13-10. Simple rt\tchet clutch. 
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